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Union Head

Hostess

Chairman

Hostess

Don Birmingham
President of the Carroll
Union, member of the committee lor the annual Thanksgiving Dance at the Cleveland
Club.

Margaret Dunn
Miss Margaret Dunn of
Youngstown will be one of the
hostesses at the dance tomorrow evening. She will be escorted by Don Birmingham.

Merrill T. FitzPatrick
Editor of the Carroll News
and chairman of the committee
sponsoring the dance to be held
in honor of the Blue and Gold
gridders tomorrow evening.

Marian Paskert
Miss Marian Paskert, senior
at Notre Dame college, will
also be one of the hostesses at
tomorrow's dance. She will be
escorted by Chester Lynn.

Class Elections
Due Next Weel{
Jndi<'ations Point to Few
Changes in Class Offices.
Union Representation
Mn:o-· Not Be Affected
El ·ctilln~ will be held at John Carroll Univer~ity next week. All class
and organization elections must be held
before December 15. On that day the
Carroll Vnion member~. who compose
the student governing board, will elect
their officers.
l'nbia . cd observers in the school believe that the greater majority of the
~tudcnts now holding office will succes~fully retain their posts. This is attributed to the work of the men who
ot•cupy these positions and the fact that
"nasty politics" has •been somewhat
craclicated from the Carroll campus.
In the senior class election, there
seems little indication that Chester
Lynn will be ousted as president. Likewise do Donald Birmingham, \Villiam
}.filler, and Albert Benedict appear to
be certain of their po ts.
The junior class appears to be more
of a question mark. A few weeks ago
\\ illiam People was elected to fill the
vacancy caused by Anthony Glover
when the latter withdrew from school.
Although at the present date Peoples is
expected to be reelected some members
of the junior class arc urging Ralph
l'elegrin to enter the race. Henry
Erhardt, the vice-pre ident, and \Villinm ~fc:\'ally. secretary of the junior
clas. , may be opposed by John Hyland
and Richard Lcusch.
The general lack of interest in the
elections, which seems to •be characteristic of the two upper-cia ses,
manifest itself in the sophomore clas
where President Harold Meade is expected to encounter little difficulty in
retaining his post. Ralphon e Kraft,
secretary of the second year men, is
al ·o expected to repeat. The freshmen,
who always hold interesting elections,
will elect their leaders.

Bu ~iness Heads Honored
Professors F. W. Graff and J. H.
;\[arch, head and a. sistant head of the
department of busine s administration
at John Carroll University were appointed on the Accountancy Education
committee of the Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants by Prof. Herman • .ijller, Ohio State University,
pre~ident of the organization.

Debate Tourney
Semi-finals Set
For December 9
Quarter finals of the annual debate
tournament were held at John Carroll
University last Monday. This tournament is ponsored by the John Carroll
Oratorical Society.
Results of the quarter finals disclose
that Chester Lynn and Richard Leusch
defeated Frank Hurd and Joseph Sullivan. Charles Henry and Harry Meade
defeated William McMahon and William Deckman. Thomas Victory and
Robert Cauley were successful in their
forensic encounter with George Szudy
and John Drain. Carl DeFranco and
Thomas Osborne emerged victorious in
their debate with David Ferrie and
Thomas Corrigan.
The semi-finals of this tournament
will be held Monday, December 9. The
pairings for this round have been announced as follows: Chester Lynn and
Richard Leusch (A) vs. Charles Henry
and Harry Meade (N); Thomas Victory and Rdbert Cauley (A) vs. Carl
DeFranco and Thomas Osborne (N).
This tournament is being conducted
by the Rev. Charles .M. Ryan, S. J.,
moderator of the Carroll Oratorical Society. He has been assisted in this
work by the officers- of the society.
They are: Joseph P. Sullivan, president; John M. Drain, vice-president;
and George M. Szudy, secretary.
Under the moderatorship of Father
Ryan the John Carroll Oratorical Society ha attained national recognition for
the work of its members on the debate
platform.

Thanksgiving Dance Tomorrow; I Expect Smoker
Treasure Hunt Sponsored
To Set Record
The Annual Thanksgiving Dance of John Carroll University whicl

Fine Card Announced Brings in
Heavy Ticket Sale; Refresh·
ments and Vaudeville
Also Planned

will be held tomorrow at the Cleveland Club promises to be one of tl
foremost in the social annals of the school. Committee members ha
expended eYery effort toward making the event a sure-fire success an
Considered from the viewpoint of Gll11 indicativns t~flt h::tt this ewJ wiU bC' reached. If you haven't alo_..culllr)..tendanee reeonls an<l etrf~DI'i!eDt.
planned on attending you are going to be sorrowly disappointed becau
Carroll smoker of this year will unall your friends are going to be there.
Merrill T. FitzPatrick, chairman of
the event has announced that there will be
a fine floor show during the intermission, which will be under the direction of

unique.
On the front covers will be impressed 111
gold a sketch of Grasselli Tower. As
for the contents of the program, the co -

.--------------------------------.1~..

After The Big Rally Today
Join Your · Fe1low Students In the Big
H

IDr.ra.aur.r 11Iuut"

The Starting Place: The Front: Enhance ... The Time:

12:15

The Prize 1 A Ticket to the Thanksgiving Dance

Thomas O'Connell. To quote Tommy
its going to be "one of those super-super
affairs." At any rate the planners of this
dance have promised that the show will
more than live up to the expectations of
those attending. After the floor-show
awards of gold footballs will be made
to captain AI Benedict, Art Breen and
manager Tony Muni. Lawrence Kelley,
senior cheerleader, will be presented with
a gold megaphone.
The programs for the dance will be

mit tee wouldn't comment; prefering o
hold you in suspended animation.
Horace Sambrook who will play £, r
dancing, has a fine reputation amo g
downstate and local colleges. He has
played for Ohio University, Akron U iversity prom, and Denison Alumni ssociatton. During the past few months.
Sambrook has been playing Saturday e~e
nings at the Westlake Hotel. He h s
played at the Mather sophomore h' p
and at various Mather Dorm dances.

No Efforts Spared in Making Annual
Thanksgiving Dance Novel Entertainment
By Thomas E. O'Connell
At approximately 9:30 of a Thursday evening, November 29, 1935,
Horace ambrook will make a few
passes with his baton and the ensuing
cadenzas (cui con brio) will usher in yet
another John Carroll U. Thanksgiving
Dance-this time at the Cleveland Chrb.
The various and sundry arrangements
have been effected by The Class of '36
(of happy memory!) under the supervision of Merrill FitzPatrick who has
spared neither himself nor his faithful
retainers in a noble effort to place this
e\·cnt on an hitherto unessayed plane
in the realm of pre-.. .vinter (not war!)
. ocials . . . . \Vhile stomachs all over
America are gurgling and rumbling in
a mighty programme of digestion, the
Committee will be putting the finishjng

Chester Lynn
President of the senior class
of John Carroll, has been one
of the most active students on
thf! committee lor the Thanksgiving social.

touches to their work, lending their
final efforts toward the promotion of
atmosphere conducive to Ia vie terpsichorique!
For many years the Annual Thanksgiving Dance has been anticipated by
Carroll Undergraduates as the premier
event in the first semester social calandar. It has been considered second
in importance only to the Prom itself
and Carroll men and their friends have
always recognized the date and set their
plans accordingly. For some unknown
reason this year's Dance has aroused
unprecedented interest-the A I u m n i
have sent in numerous letters and calls
requesting information as to the place
and date, and Carroll Boosters from
all parts of the city manifest a great
desire to be present with their under-

graduate friends on Thanksgiving Ni e.
Accordingly the CortJmittee ha· e
made a greater outlay and more extensive plans than were ever before set 1p
for a Thanksgiving Dance. Paramo t
amid these arrangements is the flo~tr
show program, or, "The Blue and Gold
Variety Revue," than which none ot r
revue has more genuine talent and ab1lity to express the same. (Mayfair
please copy).
This interlude will be presented during the orchestra intermission-it will
be unique in that the orchestra duri g
their rest period ·will play for the
tertainers: thus producing as Carl)le
has it, "a beautiful and ennobling !ffeet." Another surprise incorpor te
with the Revue is being kept closely
(Cmzti11ucd 011 Page 5)

doubtedly surpass all smokers of past
years. Through the efforts of loyal Carroll students and friends two thousand
tickets have already been sold. Before
the date of the smoker December 12, it is
hoped and believed that several thousand
more tickets will be sold.
Beside the inducement of a boxing show
and refreshments the sixty piece Carroll
band will play favorite numbers. Arrangements have been made for three
very amusing vaudeville acts.
The members of the Carroll Union will
distribute programs and circulars in front
of all the Catholic churches of Greater
Cleveland on November 23 and 27.
Placards will be displayed in the windows
of various stores throughout the city.
Mr. Joseph Britton is the chairman.
The chairman of the program and entertainment committee is Mr. Tim Conway.
Tickets can be secured from Messrs.
Mittinger and Malloy or one of the student captains.
BOXING PROGRAM
115 Pounds
Lou Laurie ... - .......vs ... Tubby Gardener
Runner-up in Golden Who gave Jesse Levels
one of his hardest
Gloves Tournament
fights.

120 Pounds
Pat Scrano ..........vs ........... Jimmy Dot
Golden Gloves Novice
Champ and Cleveland Scrano's chief chalClub Champ
Ienger ; a great figbt.

135 Pounds
Al Sivillo ................vs ............... Mike Carr
Present City Cham- A courageous redpion and Cleveland blooded little scrapper.
Club Champ.
Look out Sivillo.

128 Pounds
Georgie Toy ..........vs ........... Edclie Kelly
Ringdom's only Chi- 1934 Golden Gloves
nese boxer who is a Novice Champ and
surefire crowd pleaser. 1935 runner-up. Open
class.

( Ctmtill!lcd
•
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Contest Topic

Page 8)

A

nnounce

d

The Social-Civic Function of the Modern High School is the topic for which
students will compete in the third annual
Education Medal contest, according to
Dr. Hugh Graham, head of the John
Carroll Education department.
Last year the medal was won by Stanley Croson, and the first year by Joseph
:Mulholland.
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Who's Who at Carroll
Tomorrow afternoon John Carroll Uni;ersity ''ill complete its football schedule. Although the year has not been
marked by an abundance of Carroll victori.:s the fact remains that the Carroll
squad for 1935 ha possessed one of the
best linemen in the state of Ohio. He
is Albert L. Benedict, captain of the
Blue Streaks.
AI is a graduate of St. Ignatius high
school. While a ~tudcnt at the west side
prep school he was a star scholastic lineman. In the fall of 1932 he enrolled at
Carroll.
Shortly after he enrolled at Carroll a
call was sent forth to the freshman to
organize a football team in their class.
One o( the first to report for practice
was AI Benedict. On that day he was
given a hlue and gold football jersey. Tomorrow 11.0 wears a blue and gold jersey for the last time. His days as a
collegiate gridder are fast drawing to a
close. After three years as a var ity
gridder, three years as the proud possessor of a football monogram, three years as
one of the !:~est linemen who ever played
on a Carroll eleven, he will take his
position on the gridi ron and put his very
heart and soul into the game, AI desires
to win that game tomorrow. He would
rather be instrumental in a Carroll victory tomorrow than at any other time
during his years on the gridiron.
Tomorrow evening he will be honorary
chairman of the annual football dance
at the Cleveland Club. This is not the

FitzPatrick Heads
Con1mittee
For Banquet
The Club St. Charles held its second
weekly meeting last Thursday in the
Old "Music Room. At that time it w~
announced that John Carroll Univer~ty
would be host at the next meeting of
the int<'r<.'Ollegiate group composed of the
French club of Ursulirte College, 1'\otre
Dame College and J ohn Carroll University. The guest speaker for this me~t
ing, scheduled December 19, has not been
announced as yet.
It has been decided that the topic for
di cus ion at the next meeting will be
Les Bois.ons.
Plans are now being made for the
fourth annual banquet to be held immediately after eme ter examinations. The
comn~ittec for this affair is headed by
Jack FitzPat ri ck and composed of John
Carey, John Engli h and Jerry Fallon.
Le Journal Saint Charles, the French
Club monthly, has achieved national recognition for its high quality. In the
professional publication by Cole, ":Methods of Teaching Modern Languages,"
reference is made of the five French publications in the collegiate world, and it
i~ pointed out that the one put out by John
Carroll Uni\·ersity is one of the foremost.

Baud Practicing
For Joint Concert
The band i practicing for the coming
band-glee-club concert on Dec. 15. It is
working on a variety program consisting of cia sica! music, popular music,
marches, featured solos, and a novelty
number.
There is a race in prc.gress between
the band and the glee-club to . ee which
organization will sell the largest number
of tickets for the e\'ent.
Father Kiefer, director of the music
department. addressed the band at the
last rehearsal and urged the cooperation
\\ ith the glee-club in making the formal
opening of the new auditorium as great
a succc·s a: possible. He went on to
compliment Jack Hearns and the band
for the fme work thev have been doing
all season at the football games, in spite
of all their handicaps-the band has been
able to hold only one rehearsal a week
and half of that has been devoted to
drill work in the cramped quarters of
the g}"l11 at the old chool. Yet with limited mean~. the band has been able to put
on a fine show at every one of the foot·
ball games. Jack Hearn , he said, deserves much credit for his untiring efforts
under such ad\·erse conditions.

On the Stage
By Clayton Lange

l
L

.,

Albert L. Benedict
. first time AI has erved on a Carroll
dance committee. The files of the Car,.o/1 News reveals that he served on the
committee for all the dances which have
been sponsored by his class.
AI Benedict is a very quiet young man
and extremely bashful off the football
field. He is very much interested in the
study of the English language and at the
present time is devoting many of his evenings to an extensive review of Victorian prose. His graduation {rom Car ·
roll will be a serious loss to the Blue
'Streaks and an even greater loss to the
Carroll student body.

Freshmen Hold
~tag Party
1n Cafeteria

...

Last Sunday evening, the Freshman
Class held a meeting and stag party in
the cafeteria. Although only a portion of
the class attended, a number of plans
were suggested and agreed uport.
Dick White, one of three captains, explained the function of the captain and
lieutenant system. He was given the
whole-hearted support of the Freshman
Class in all school undertakings. He was
promised a pronounced representation of
Freshmen, at the Football Dance, the
Smol<er, and the joint Glee Club and
Band Concert.
A raffle was agreed upon as a means
of securing sweaters and numerals for
the members of the Freshman football
squad. Father Murphy told the fellows
that a Freshman Reception would be
presented by the upper classmen sometime in January.
Refre hments were served which consisted of a variety of doughnuts, and coffee. They then gathered around the
piano and sang the more popular tunes to
the accompaniment of Jack Mohr. Those
who did not attend forfeited an evening
of entertainment; but for their benefit the
officers of the class promised another
party December 6.

All Students
Welcome at
Convention
The coming Philosophy Convention to
be held at the Hotel Cle\'eland, Dec. 30
and 31, of which John Carroll University is host, will present an opportunity
for all students interested in Philosophy
to obtain a clear conception and much
valuable information concerning Philoso·
phy and its relation to the Sciences.
Originally the attendance at this convention was to have been .limited to those
interested in Philosophy from a teacher's
standpoint. However, the committee under the Olairmanship of the Rev. Father
Leonard H . Otting, S.J .• has decided
that the knowledge that Carroll students
could derive from this Convention would
prove invaluable in connection with their
study of Philosophy here at the University, as as a result. they have decided
to admit anyone interested.
Some of the most learned Philosophen
in the country will present their views
on the various phases of philosophy and
its application to the Sciences.
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Dayton Coach Sllys His Team
Will Not Win an Ohio Game
Next Fall .

Karamu Theatre
In a store that used to be a billiard
parlor, at 3807 Central Avenue, there is
By George 1~. S'zudy, '37
a group of colored actors who call them·
Tomorrow afternoon, as the starting the Notre Dame University's football
selves the Gilpin Players. One would
think that they were trying to hide them- whistle blows Dayton University will teams of 1914-15-16. He is quiet and
' . .
.
unassuming but underneath it all one
sci ves, stuck away as they are in a sec- be represented 111 Its lJOth consecutive sees the quality of leadership and coachtion of town that is not visited very often football game by a team under the same ing genius which has kept him at the
by most people. If that is what the group coach. "You can imagine what a thrill downstate school for nearly a decade
is trying tQ. do the why of its action is
a mystery, for the members of if cer- that will •be to me," exclaims Director and a half.
"As regards this year's team," he
tainly do a splendid piece of work on of Athletics and Head Coach Harry
the stage.
C. Baujan of the University of Dayton maintains, "Vince McDonough is our
best player and one of the finest in
"The. Soon Bright Day" by I adora as he summed up the total of his coach- Ohio. Incidently, Vince is a Cleveland
Bennett was the first offering of the fif- ing career for the last fourteen years.
boy as are also Johnny Smythe, Chuck
teenth season of the Gilpin Players. It
was a rather simple play about negro
During that time he has amassed a Wagner, Dan Halligan and Frank
life on a southern plantation, but it was winning percentage of nearly 70% Noucek."
Coach Baujan believes that the Notre
a good play and it did more than enter- against the stiffest opposition that the
Dame system though not perfect "is
tain. Although it followed a realistic state can offer. Included are such teams
just as good as any being used today."
motif it had a tinge of the romantic about as Cincinnati U, Ohio Wesleyan, Ohi
1 ot only that, he also holds, "that footit. The last act particularly, which U, as well as past year's teams of such
ball today is much better than a decade
depicted the "laying down of a ghost" national reputation as Duquesne, Holy
ago since it is more fascinating to the
was a new and better kind of realism.
Cross, Haskell Indians, Loyola, Ma~
public and more interesting to the
However, the play is r~ot the important rines and Notre Dame "B''.
players."
thing here; rather it was the acting of
"My greatest thrill," says Coach
"Football", he says, "is a great game
the group that left an unusual impres· Baujan, "was watching my Dayton
today. I do not believe in changing the
sion. Everyone in the cast did very near- team beat the ·great Haskell Indian
rules; all that is necessary is better obly great work in portraying the charac-, team of 1925 by a score of 6-2."
servance of training rules for the people
ters. Some of the players showed unHe says little, because of his modwho play."
usual ability and promise. The fact that esty, of the three years he starred on
In reminiscing, he spoke of the Notre
they were handicapped by a small stage
Dame game against Nebraska in 1916
only accentuated the worth of their peras the most interesting in which he ever
formance.
played, while the most thrilling game
The next production at the Karamu
was Notre Dame's game against Army
Theatre will take place around the midin 1914. From the viewpoint of a specdle of December. The play will be the
tator he says, "The best game I ever
oft-celebrated negro classic "Porgy" by
watched was the Ohio State - Notre
DuBose and Dorothy Heyward. Not so
Dame encounter this year in Columlong ago the play took New York by
bus."
In his eyes, the greatest footOn
Thursday
evening,
December
5,
storm, and more recently it is doing the
same thing in the form of George and there will be a meeting of the Scientifi : ball player to wear a uniform was Jim
Thorpe, the best of the best.
Ira Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess."
Academy. William Vogt, former treasChanging to a view of pessimism
"Tobacco Road"
Speaking of plays of the South, Jack urer of the society and Physics mino11, more realistic than that of Elmer LayKirkland's famous (or at least notorious) will present an illustrated lecture. Mr. den of Notre Dame, he sadly maintains,
dramatization of Erskine Caldwell's nov- Vogt has done considerable work with "My prospects for next year are not so
el "Tobacco Road" visited Cleveland this Rev. L . J. Vollmayer, S. ]., moderato· bright; we will not win a Buckeye
game."
month. The play has had a number of of the society, in this field.
experiences on the road including the
Men of national reputation will b~!
stopping of the performances in Chicago
and Detroit. Just why the censors of gnest lecturers before the society. The
those two towns closed the play is some- will be Dr. Clayton C. Miller, inter
thing that wil~ never be adequately. un- nationally' known sound expert; Dr
derstood. They decreed that the piece
Louis Karnosh, nationally k n own
was vulgar and obscene and tried to prove
their contention by quoting various lines expert on mental disease; David Dietz,
and scenes from the play. Of course, Science Editor of Scripps-Howarc
Approximately seventy John Carroll
anything taken out of its context can be Newspapers.
students are engaged here at school in
The Scientific Academy looks for··
made to sound like anything the reader
desires.
ward to a very eventful year, surround working for the National Youth Ad"Tobacco Road ~ is a good play. It ed by most complete and adequate fa· ministration, and the Carroll News
is not a great play because no play can cilities for continued activity. No Car·· therefore takes this opportunity to exdeal primarily with anything as passing roll organization has gained more as a plain in brief the conditions which
as life on a plantation and ever be re- result of the trans-city migration.
prompted the organization of this govThe Physics lecture room, long the~
garded ~as a great piece of liter-ature.
(Folk-plays, of course, are not considered home of the society, may now, in it.> ernmental department, and the objecin that statement.) The lack of uni- newly acquired scientific atmosphere 1 tives which it has in mind.
versally interesting subject matter stacks lend itself to large audiences and speakIndustry today has become so highly
the cards against it. But "Tobacco ers of national rep.ute, without em- organized that the opportunities for
Road" deals with a true condition and barrassment.
There is a complete agenda, mapped the youth on his own have tremendously
actually achieves real drama in one or
two places as well as a bit of strong out for the entire year. Some senio: diminished. It is estimated that in adirony. Drama on the modern stage is members, now developing their gradua dition of the three million youths who
scarce enough, so it must be admitted tion thesis, plan on presenting the com are already on relief, that there are tothat Mr. Kirkland has written one of plete work to the society.
day five million youths between the
the better plays of this era.
The society prides itself on the lon~r
It is unfortunate that the play is car- list of illustrious names that hav ~ ages of 16 and 25 who neither are in
ried out in severe realistic motif because poken before its members. The afor • school nor have jobs. Their immediate
the harshness of it adds nothing to the mentioned Dr. Louis Karnosh an I prospects appear dismal. At every turn,
work but has caused a great deal of David Dietz have both addressed th•e they are confronted with obstacles.
trouble. But in spite cf the realism the forum. The list includes men from
play does have drama. The secret of every field of scientific endeavor. D , When they seek jobs, they are blocked
the whole thing lies in the way one Macelwaine, of international fame, ho , hy more experienced adults who will
looks at it.
ored the society last year with a lectur.~ get "the opportunities as they open up.
As far as the play being vulgar and on Earthquakes.
If they seek to get precedence by ofThe Society has announced a new fering their services at lower wages,
obscene is concerned, there is much to
be said on both sides. If one looks at policy to be inaugurated this year; an~·
the piece with objective point-of-view, member of the student body is free to they are met with a justifiable opposias, it would seem, all art is to be attend any meeting at which there is a tion on the part of organized. labor. The
looked at, the idea that vulgarity and guest speaker.
somewhat higher wage levels attained
obscenity is all the play has to offer is
by labor after a struggle lasting many
absurd. If, on the other hand, one thinks
decades cannot be jeopardized ·by an
that all stage plays ought to be thorinflux of low-wage youthful labor. If
oughly "lovely" stuff that deals with
they seek to continue their schooling,
nothing more substantial than Mistress
lack of funds in their own families and
~ary's coming out party, then indeed
depleted state and municipal educational
"TQbacco Road" is as vulgar as one
Within six weeks the Juniors will })(~ treasuries block them; if they seek govcares to say it is.
proud possessors of class rings. To in- ernment employment, they find them"Tobacco Road" will probably be
sure
Christmas delivery, orders must b• selves thwarted by a system that has
closed in many other t01.vns now that
given little consideration to youth.
Chicago and Detroit have established a placed on or before December 1. Th •
It was this general situation that
precedent, but every time the civic au- blue stoned ring contains the numeral:s President Roosevelt had in mind when
thorities do stop it they will be cheat- '37 on one shank and the student's de- he created the National Youth Admining the citizens out of an opportunity gree on the other.
istration to help unravel this human
The Bastian Brothers of Pittsburg·, tangle.
to see one o{ the best plays that has hit
the boards in America for sqme time.
The real danger of this situation is
Contrary to the usual run of realistic Pa., will manufacture and deliver th•~ not only the individual suffering of
plays this one really has drama; and con- rings to the Juniors before the Chris - south but also the imminent breakdown
trary to what the censors (both amateur mas holidays. Gene \Volanski, chairma , of morale of that group of our young
and professional) would have one be- and his committee of Henry Erha :, people, who within a decade will reprelieve, "Tobacco Road" is not a defense Joseph P. Sullivan, William Deckmap sent the backbone of our democracy.
of immorality but is an accurate picture and Edward Wei s are receiving orders The National Youth Administration, in
of the culture of share-CTQPpers.
for the rings.
(Ccmtinued on Page 5)

William Vogt
Will Address
Scientific Club

70 Carroll Students
Aided by
Government

Juniors Ordering
Class Rings
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Carroll Library
Opens
After Holidays

by

Charles Henry
One of the most outstanding social
events of the school year takes place tomorrow night. The Thanksgiving Football Dance, a traditional Carroll function for many years, will be held at the
exclusive Cleveland Club, one of the
finest of its kind in the city. Judging
from the unusual interest displayed this
year in the gala affair, it promises to
be an unqualified success. The committee is to be congratulated upon the
colorful atmosphere and 'the fine orchestra which it has dbtained; these
factors assure an enjoyable evening to
everyone attending.
Traditions
The Senior Class this year is taking
the leadership in establishing traditions
at the new Carroll. Proceeds from the
Football Dance will be used to purchase
William Peoples
a flag, to be given to the school; this
Recently elected president of
noteworthy undertaking merits the conthe Junior class . ...Peoples havsideration of each succeeding Senior
ing previously been elected to
class.
the vice-presidency of his group
Sometimes traditions seem frivolous
was elected president when
and irrational, designed mainly to gain
Anthony Glover withdrew from
notoriety from their sheer idiocy. But
school. He is secretar-y of the
certainly the above effort is one which
Carroll Union and has been one
will have, as a tradition of every Senior
of the most prominent juniors
Class, the hearty approval of faculty
at Carroll.
and student body alike.
---------------

Jo;nt Concert
Dec. 15

Carron union conscious
Most of the student body seem to
II
have only a vague idea as to the nature
and the work of the Carroll Union.
This is unfortunate when we consider
that this 'body, the student council, regSunday afternoon, Decem'ber 15, the
ulates a great many of our activities.
1\:luch time and energy is devoted by John Carroll Band and Glee Club will
the members of the Union to organiz- give a joint concert in the auditorium.
ing many functions in which the school It will be the inaugural concert at the
participates; these men deserve com- new institution and the first time the
mendation for the efforts they are ex- band and glee club have joined hands
pending on behalf of the rest of us.
in a common cause.
Perhaps one of the best methods that
The Glee Club will take the first 45
could be resorted to in convincing the minutes of the program while the Band
students of the Union's value would be will take the second 45 minutes. Then
a publication, once each semester, of at the finale both organizations will
the many appropriations which the combine in a few numbers. The Rev.
Union has tm1de for various events and B. J. Rodman S. ]., president of the
undertakings. If these were published university; Harry A. Hanna, president
in the Ccu·roll N t:Ws, everyone could of the Carroll Alumni; and Don Birreadily appreciate the fact that the mingham, president of the Carroll
Union has been an indispensable ingre- Union, will address the assembly.
dient in student extra-curricular life.
In the past it has also •been customary
Likewise, when all of us are able to to honor the president of the university
learn how much money was appropri- with a President's Day program. This
ated, and to what societies and indi- year the program will be incorporated
viduals the money was given, there with the Band-Glee Club Concert. Don
should be an end once and for all to the Birmingham will represent the student
charge that the Carroll Union is waste- body ln extending the best wishes of
ful and extravagant.
the day to Father Rodman.
Value of Education
Tickets for the affair are selling at
Few of us can conceive the priceless 1.00. Special rates are granted to the
privilege we are endowed with when we students whereupon they may secure
attend college. If we pause to delib- tickets for .SO cents. The John Carroll
erate, however, on the exclusiveness of auditorium will be temporarily equipthe gift, we should be overwhelmed. ped with folding opera• chairs for the
Authorities on education say that eighty concert.
out of one hundred people in the United
States never enter high school; six hundred and ninety out of a thousand never
even finish the fourth grade. Only fourteen out of a thousand Americans receive a college education.
When we realize then, how fortunate
we are to have won out over such great
odds, Thanksgiving Day should have
some significance for us.
HORSE
WEAREducation vs. Poverty
ING GREEN
In a nation of such unlimited natural
resources, the above statistics on eduGLASSES SEES
cation are appalling. We are more readEXCELSIOR
ily able to understand why the wealth
of our nation has steadily been accumuTHINKS IT IS
lated in the hands of a few; this is a
logical sequence of the widespread lack
GRASS AND
of higher learniQg among our people.
EATS ITTHUS
What chance has a nation to prosper
when the cards are so stacked against
OPENING
the great bulk of its citizens? From
1890 to 1910 the wealth of the United
CAGE@ AND
States was trebled, yet we find that the
RELEASING
mass of our countrymen owned less in
1910 than they did in 1890. Certainly
HORSE FL.I ES.
such conditions should cause unrest and
discontent until a change is effected.
HORSE BECOMES
Remedies for these economic evils are
1
ANGRY AND
far too complex to be discussed in detail, yet we know that appropriate legisKICKS
STUDENT
lation would shift the tax burden to
corporations and upper-bracket inTHROUGH
comes. Likewise we must have action
by the national and state governments
WINDOW
in behalf of the schools and colleges;
AND HE CAN
if these institutions are given financial
aid they will be able to do more for the
STUDY LAW OF=
poor man's son. Let us not lose sight
of the fact that the spread of education
GRAVITY ON
will be one of the chief factors in helpWAY DOWN
ing the masses to eventually break the
bonds of economic slavery.

@.

Neckwear

The John Carroll University Library
will be opened after the Thanksgiving
recess. The administration, realizing
the handicap of working without a library, has been expending every effort
to have it moved and opened at this
time. Numbering over 45,000 volumes,
it may be easily seen that some difficulty will be offered in transporting it
from the old school. For this reason
Rev. Louis Puhl, S. ] ., who is in charge
of the library, is asking for volunteers
to aid in moving it over on time.
The 1;brary now boxed in alphabetical
order will be put into immediate use
when it arrives. The library which is
situated on the third floor south, and
is now completed will be, with the addition of the reference volumes one of
the finest collegiate libraries in the
vicinity of Cleveland.
The same system which was in use
last year will again be in vogue. Under
this system the person wishing to borrow a book goes to Mle index files and
looks up the nuntber of the book he
wishes to borrow. He then writes the
number of the book together with its
title and author upon the cards provided
for this purpose. This card is then
given to the librarian, who gets the book
desired.
This year the reading room is seperated from the charging desk.' The
reason for this move is because of the
confusion offered by the constant returning and borrowing of 'books. It
was also felt that it might help in the
checking of the enormous loss of books
experienced last year. Upon a check at
the end of the school year it was discovered that over one thousand books
had disappeared.
As was usual in the old library the
reference books and publications will be
kept in the reading room and not on the
closed shelves. The reading room is
one of the best located rooms in the
building. On the third floor it is away
from the main stem of the traffic. The
reading desks are seperated from each
other by partition in the center. This
will make for individual work, and for
greater ease in gaining concentration.
One hundred and thirty six men will
be able to work without interference.
The foreign magazines will offer collateral readings for those men who so
desire it.

Hand Made ..• 1.50 Quality

88c
3 for $2.50
Lots of excitement around these tie cases
and tables. Men and women start with a
few, only to finish with a dozen or more of
these beautiful, hand-made, pure silk ties.
You can't resist their alluring colors and
quality. Many smart new patterns ... each
in 6 different color combinations. Reps,
Foulards, Grosgrains, Charvets, Spitalfields, Basket weaves, twills, grenadines ...

our greatest Pre-Christmas Sale at 88c, 3
for 2.50.

May Co .... Street Floor, Ontario

-THEMAYCO.

Attend the
Thanksgiving
Dance

EASY WAY .TO STUDY
@

Sale! Men's Pure Silk

We Give and Redeem Eagle Stamps
Store Hours 9:30 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.

..

.
LAW OF .GRAVITY
0

-

••

AND AN £ASY WAY
TO ENJOY A PIPE
HERE'S MY
ANGLE - 1
SMOKE FOR
PLEASURE,
SO WHY NOT

SMOKE

P.A.

AND ENJOY
THf BEST!
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You Will Thank Us
The first important Carroll social event of the sea on takes place tomorrow evening at the Cleveland Club. Thanksgiving has always held prominence throughout the nation but e pecially so with friends of John Carroll
because Carroll men have alway cheri hcd fond memories of th e fine
Thanksgiving dances held by the university each yea r. Real people enjoy
real dances.
There arc some ·tudcnts who are totally atisficd with the absorption of
book knowledge, forgetting the lighter sides of life. Those students are
missing something more than they realize at the present time. Man is a
social being and cannot be a normal person unless he adapts himself to ocial
life. After all college cducatiqn does not merely consist in gaining te chnical
data. Contacts with our fellow students must be made now if we intend to
reap the fruits of such contacts in the future . In ou r estimation th ere is no
better place to build up such contacts than at the carefree college social
events.
Go to the dance tomorrow! If you can't dance go anyway. You will
enjoy the atmo phere. You will see you r fellow students in their lighter
moods. You will have the time of your life and will thank us for urging
you to attend.

Those Few Others
\\'hether the cause be a misplaced reflex or a lack of what is commonly
referred to as intelligence the fact remains that there are a number of college men throughout the country who 'believe that collegiate s tandards of
style demand that they bring a bottle of the fruit of the grain to each and
every college affair. \\'hether the affair be a g ruellin g football contest in a
huge stadium or a dignified dance in a respectable downtown hotel these
individuab are sure to ,-i sit the stale liquor store on their way. At the affair
they arc seen slouching in corner and behind pillars to uphold the noble
standards. To giYc a general account of thei r conduct one might quote the
famous • German Jew who said that he was certain that when donkeys
foregather and wish to insult each other they call each othe r "men."
Before going any further it mu t be stated that Carroll is not bothered
with many of thc5c indiYiduals. Fortunately they have not been tolerated
at Carroll. Yet the·e words of warning are printed lest any unsu pecting
young man ,hould decide that his standing in the scl1ola tic world requ ires
that he drink his fill at a Carroll social affair. In th e event he does, certain
local morons will probably encourage him to continue hi s dissipation or
mar likely will join him in his asininity.
If these students are caught in the act they will be expelled. Whether
they arc caught by school authorities or not their actions will be viewed by
their fellow titudenh, the great majori ty of whom frown on such actions.
Therefore the moral is that such actions do not pay.
The Carroll "\',<.,•s is not urging more rules or a stricter enforcement of
the present rules. It i~ the belief of this pape r that gentlemen need no rules.
It is nol the purpose of this paph to advocate total abstinence although the
practice of thi~ Catholic Yirtue is praiseworthy. There is never a time or a
11lace for exce~si,·e drinking. ~fodcrate indulgence, in its place, is perhap
alright. But drinking of any nature has no place at a Carroll affair. 1Iost
Carroll men recognize thi,; fact. \Ve hope tho c few other s will come to see
the matter a~ do their fellow students.

An Outstanding Organization
Outstanding among the extra-curricular g roups of the Unive rsity has
been and is the Oratorical ~ociety. Its policy, to forward the principles and
:-pirit of modern eloquence and true thought has •been o adequately and
comprehensh·ely executed that it remains perhaps the greatest advertisement for the fine :;cholastit' standards adhered to by our . lma :ilfater.
l'ndcr the:: guidance of Rev. Charles :McDevitt Ryan, S. ]., the undergraduate members oi thi:; m·ganization have been trained in a form of
forensics based upon the dialectic of Plato ~nd so they have not OI\ly been
.-chooled to excel in inter-mural and inter-collegiate competition but they
ha,·c been grounded in fundamentals that will enable them to express clearly
and forcibly their cmn·iction-. in later life. They have, to Quo te a dC'bater'
notes from one of the moderator' lectur s, received "somewhat of a
knowledge enabling you to analyse and ynthe~ize and to make some sort
of comprehensive comparison of relative merits."
The Oratorical ociety is one of the few organization. from which one
is enabled to take something into later life, and if it did no mo re than pro,·ide uch kno\\'lcdgc for the taking, it would be well worth any tudent '
member ·hip-but its purely objecti,·c success ha been so great in past years
that a furthcr incentive, that of prominence upon th e speaking stage and debate platform, attracts Carroll men.

Anchored firmly in the confused consciousness of the average newspaper reader lies the notion that all columnists are
merely a recent form of professional
lounge-lizard; that, as a matter of fact,
they arc nothing but a pack of crackerbarrel. windbags periodically dilating their
egos to confound the multitude. Writing
a c<>lumn ?-why, brother, that's just a
polite way of retiring on an income! So
sayeth the Voice of the People. Yet we
who have dabbled only slightly in the
business of conducting a column feel constrained t<> answer such a belief with the
typographical equivalent of a raucous
Bronx Cheer.
To begin with, we have never encountered any writer other than a gcniusy
amateur who turned out worthwhile stuff
without the usual obligato of grunts and
moans. \Vriting, by forcing one to use
one's brains, is ipso facto even more difficult than piano-moving. It is hard to
think-anytime. But to sit down before
a typewriter every day in the week with
the appalling task of thinking creatively,
logically, and entertairiingly through the
length of a newspaper c<>lumn is a chore
that would leave the redoubtable Hercules hanging on the ropes by the end
of the first fortnight. At best, men think
in spurts, and the high peaks of one day's
brilliance are followed by the dreary
flats of a week-long mental sluggishness.
It is this spasmod ic element in creative
work that makes the daily column such
a persistent nightmare and rushes the
columnist off, far ahead of his time, to
the business of looking natural in a funeral parlor.
Considering the obstacles to be surmounted in a daily column, it is amazing
how many masterpieces have resulted
from this thinking on schedule. Daniel
Defoe, who startled the world with "Robinson Crusoe," got his trairiing at a newspaper in which he conducted the first
daily column in the world. The work in
Defoe's column is still rated as some of
the finest journalism in history. Nor was
Defoe the only literary giant to conduct
a column. Joseph Addison and Richard
Steele, twin immortals of the "Spectator" and the "Taller", gave us some of
the purest classical prose in English
through the medium of a day-to-day column. Doctor Sam Johnson, that crusty
old hypochondriac, wrote his most readable work in this same form. So the
columnist <>f today need have no blushes
for his profession; there is great preceden t and a rich history behind the pres·
ent syndicated article.
If enough forceful arguments are shot
at the average reader, he will at last
capitulate, admitting that the writing of
a one-man column is no kin to a cinch.
Just try, however, to convince him that
such a contributed column as Ted Robinson, "F. P. A.", or our own Eleanor
Clarage conducts is downright hard work
and he 11 ill balk. "Those guys have it
soft," he will insist, '· .. all they have
to do is sit back and let the contributors
do the work!" As a minor contributor
ourselves, we feel reasonably certain that
Mr. Reader is again far off his base.
The conductor of a contributed column,
we venture to say, more than once wishes
he were writing all his own material.
Then he could stand or fall on the single
standard of writing-instead of being
obl iged to be an editor, a diplomat, and
a critic as well. For if the material that
a column conductor happens to print is
patchy, he, not his contributor, is fired.
If he fai ls to print a piece of atrocious
tripe by some wild-eyed lad who thinks
himself Shakespeare, the frustrated ham
may rush into the streets with the news
that the column-conductor plays favorites,
that he is Unfair to Organized Genius.
Such picketing costs the columnist many
a worthy piece, and fills his mail with
little but poison-pen letters and overdue
bills. ?\lot precisely our idea of a cinch I
Then there is the other con ideration that
contribut<>rs, like column-conductors, are
prone to run around intellectually and
end in five flukes for every pearl.
In this sort of human frailty is the
raw material for many a columnist's bald
pot or fallen arches. Finally-and do
not overlook this-is the sad fact that
O\'er half the material contributed to any ·
c<>lumn must be edited, corrected, and
reduced to reasonably readable English
before it can be printed .
Scorn not the columnist; his lot is a
tough one.

The Mov·~ng Finger
Joseph P. Sullivan

T

OMORROW classrooms at
hn Carroll University will be closed.
Early in the morning professors and students will voice their gratitude to the Almighty for the any gifts, blessings, and benedictions
which He has bestowed upon us.
n external expression of thanksgiving
tc our Creator will be the spirit o the day. Gratitude, which Seneca has
said "is so cheap that the covetou man may be grateful without expense
and so easy that the sluggard rna be so, likewise without labor," will be
paid to Him from Whom all tl · s have generated. Appreciation will
be shown to Him who has give us good health, pleasant homes, and
blessed faith.
•
• •
WHILE in the spirit of Thank• giving let us, as Carroll men, not forget to give thanks for our w school. Let us be mindful of the
great honor which we have rece ved; the honor of being students at
Carroll when this institution cele rates its Golden Jubilee year in her
new, modern, finely equipped a d spacious buildings in University
Heights. Let us, as Philip Brook has urged, ''stand up, on this Thanksgiving Day, stand upon our feet. Soberly and with clear eyes, belie\'c
in our own time and place. The ·e is not, and there never has been, a
better time, or a better place to live in."
((Thanksgiving Day is only 011 a111mal time for saying grace at the
table of eternal goodness."-Lttdl 1'"&.

•

* *

BUT, King George, \Vorst Might ave Happened In As Much As .... Bi11
Deckman spoke in favor of the Le< gue of Decency outside of the Roxy while
Bill McMahon gathered the crowd . . . Jane Steigerwald was greatly embarrassed when Joe Murphy went into a ailspin in the middle of the dance floor at
that St. Augustine Alumnae Dance .... Bill Reidy and Ann Fradette were the
gtnial hosts at the same affair . . . . hat group of Carroll wild men have can·
celled those Wednesday afternoon g herings at the Schwarzwald because the
parties generally lasted the remainder of the week and Bill Brennan has turned
'softie' .... "On the Stage" Lange c msidered "Tobacco Road" a greater piece
of literature than did Chicago and D roit police authorities .. .. much against
his better judgement Tom Heffernan ·s going to accept Gert Corrigan's invitation . ... Wally Roth has been unable · o trade Kate McNally to Jack Hanley for
"six Alisia flavors" .... Ralph Pele ·in caught-up with a little of his sleep last
week in Psych class while Jim Priebe and Jonas Moran supplied the sound effects .... Ed D'Alessandro is afraid I !St he should spoil his three year record of
never having cut or been tardy for a c1 ss .... Lonnie Bell must have thought he
was blocking-out a Dayton half-back hen he dove against that cafeteria table
and sent a tray-full of dishes flying up towards the book store .... Jack Murphy
is said to have eyes for no one but th t smiling blond waitress .... Paul Minnarik was probably one of the Soda! ts who cheered so loudly when mention
was made at a recent Sodality meetin that there would be many nurses at the
4 C's dance .... Plain Dealer corres ndent completely out-foxed Carroll News
reporters on that interesting story a ut Rey Deutschman . . . . no one knows
who put that magazine in the Carrol News office and wrote on the cover "If
found please return to Armas Loyer' . . . . Freshman Joe Cerino is asst. mgr.
of the Golden Glow Nite Cltfu where r. ews stories are prepared for the press and
not by newspapermen .. .. Judge C rberry was in the front row when Army
held the Judge's alma mater to a tie . . . . 'Honest' George Szudy and Tony
Sutowski brought all the girls in their eighborhood to that party at Carroll last
Friday evening .. .. the price of tho e tickets to the Band-Glee Club Concert
is plenty steep .... the boarders are a raid that the wrecking crew of Marquard,
Marquard, and Marquard will move in the new Bernet Hall ... the Blue Streaks
went fishing one Saturday afternoon 'n the Miami Valley and returned emptyhanded although Bill McNally did ca ch a Minnow . . . . Eddie Brickman still
holds down number one place at Ma1 Zeitz's table while Bill Kenney, Zavier
flash doesn't even get into the kitchen . . . . the Reserve Red Cat is receiving
credit for more jokes than it is entitle I to .... Editor Fitz celebrated someone's
birthday last Saturday night .. . . the ixth floor of the Grasselli. Tower was not
built for the game of dominoes . . . . only one more football trip is needed to
make Ed Baloga the wealthiest mem'D r of the squad . ... L. T. S. officers are
hiding •behind cafeteria poles lest the will be told that another play has been
rejected .... the Notre Dame College nter-Ciass Dance last night at the Shaker
Country Cltib accounts for ali those eavy heads and deflated bill folds of the
Carroll nite-owls this morning.

A

.

*
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Few It_ems For Which The Mo ng Finger Is Thankful . . . . that .Sister
Madaleme showed the Ursuline gi ·Is how that dignified tho vivacious French
dance should be done .... that it is P a Yarr now with Mama Yarr and the little queen both doing fine . . . . that 'oe Zeigler seems to have the upper-hand
in his encounter with Lou Gliha to se which of them will bring that pretty little
'French girl, Fay Cadez, to the football dance tomorrow night .... that there will
be plenty of pink dresses, Pink Ladies and perhaps some pink elephants at that
pro-prom party at Mischlers this even g .... that although they are swell girls
the Moving Finger is warning Jack yland not to kid Clare LonswaY. or Mary
Keegan tonight because they can't 'takt it' .... Palguta has been walkii;g around
iu the heavens since Professor Jablonski tran lated that letter which was written
in French to Palguta from a little irl . ·_ .. that Mike Coleman and Tom
Sweeney are back at Carroll an
everybody is happy . . . . that the
sophomoric woman-hater Brengartner seems to have done a right-about-face because he has dated Mather's fussy Fl ssy for the Football Dance thus forcing
Chuck Brennan to seek another reserv~ tion ... . that ~adeline O'Neil will spend
next summer in the left field bleach s rather than in her grandstand box at
League Park._. .. that Tom Victory and Frank Ryan are the two Carroll stooges
111 t.hat ND sktt. Tom plays the role
the man who was married for his ~oney
while Frank plays the gent who was r. arried by the girl in search of love ....
Bernie~ Chr~stian had two dates for tonight's affair but t-he Blind Date Commit~ee at Ursuline seems to have the rna ter well under control . . . . Bill Peoples
IS one of the several Carroll boys bei
"fixed" by this committee .... that if
John Carey wasn't a big Sodality mo 1 the Moving Finger would tell what was
in the bottle which fell out of his locke .. .. the real mystery is who put the bottle there and how did Mr. X open the ocker .... that there is Sallot a truth in
those rumors about Jeanne Edel and hose Newman Club parties . . . . that if
Editor Fitz, Chet Lynn, · Don Birmin1 ham, AI Benedict, Bob A mann, Henry
Boehmer, Thera~ Ed~y, Gene Gleaso , Joe Hovanec, Frank Hurd. Paul Joliet,
Larry Kelley, Bill 1-fiiier, Tom O 'C nne!!, Red Schedel, Jim Siffin, and Bill
\V?ods, come to school next Monday porting -new suit they will be run down
Fatrn1ount _Blvd. at the end of _a six f t pole .... that the foo~ball players will
br_eak tramtng tomorrow evenmg and that is the big worry of the dance comnuttee, chapero~es etc. . . . . that Carroll will be well represented this. evening
when ~e Uts.uhne gals hold their annual prom at that strictly non-union hotel
.... wtth stnkers and scabs, _maestr Tomniy Tucker and lovely Emily Lane,
beautiful go_wns and tuxes Straight fro the moth balls, it promises to be an intere~tmg eyenmg ... . that over two an fifty couples should crowd the Cleveland
Club tomorrow evening to celC'brate o to forget the result of the Carroll-Dayton
ga?1e : ... that the ~foving Finger \ 'shes everyone, even professors who gi;e
obJeCtive tests, a most enjoyable holiday.
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Thanksgiving
Affair Includes
Novel Features
D oreen, Hurd and Mohr Included
In Evening· a Floorsbow ; Kelley,
Joliet Have Charge of
T icket Distribution
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Lehman Speaks
To Commerce Club
At Dinner

OLIDAY ~IGf-lliG~TS

Manager of Toudt Rh er & Co.
peak>< on the Opportuniticl!
Of ) oung Act•o tmlant: Businest- Meeting Dec. 13
Friday. Xovcmber 22. till' Carroll
Club ht·ld it~ first dinner
meeting- of the )Tar at the Golden Gate
Cak. E. 21st and l'ark\, elL Aftt•r dinner the club member. and their guc~t~
heard a lecture hy {,_ J. Lehman. r idt·llt manap;t·r of Tt>Udl H j,·er and o,
and one of Clevcl.1ntl",; leading a,·.
countanh . ~lr. Lehman ~poh• on the
opportunities the Y<'llng accountant has
of obtaining a po,itiou in t•ithcr the public or industrial field-<, the type and
amount of work to LH· done, and his
chances of advancenu;nt.
:\t a business meeting after the talk,
names were propo'l~d for new member~
and it was decided to hold a smoker on
December 13. :\. meeting will be held
next week to decide on the mcmber:hip
and <idinite plans for the ~mokt•r.
Co1nmcr~:c

THAT

THAT
GAME

ME.AL

1500 Attend
Guild Dinner
The Senior Guild of John Carroll
tJni\·cr ity sponsored the most famous
social entertainment in the history of their
organization Sunday afternoon, November 17. 'rhe occasion wa a chicken dinncr sen·ed in the new college cafeteria.
o,·er 1500 dinners were served and
some 1200 participated in a Keno part y
- which followed the dinner. A large
committee under the direction of Mesdames James Crawley, Agnes Gallagher, and Joseph Britton \\"ere in charge.

300,000 Youths
Aided by Government

Bernet Hall Opens Dec. 1

Pre-Meds
Take Exam

John ]. Bernet Hall will definitely be
opened for occupancy by December 1,
the Rev . \ Villiam J. Murphy, S. J ., dean
of men announced yesterday. For the
past two months the boarders have
been forced to occupy o ther quarters
but with the completion of the dorms
all will tay under one roof. All have
been assigned to rooms who have applied so far.
It is expected that more than 60 men
will be housed in Bernet Hall, which

:\{onday evening two women students
Fifteen Carroll pre-medical tudcnts
of the John Carroll night . choot were
will take the a1mual aptitude test given
by the Association of American :\Iedical injured in an automobile accident on
the Lorain-Central bridge. The two
Colleges.

number includes many of the \Vest Side
Clevelanders who find it inconvenient
to commute daily especially in inclement weather. Father Murphy will be
prefect of the donn and will be assisted
by another Jesuit whose appointment
had not been made at press time.

Friday, December 6, is the date et ior
the test. The place has not been decided upon as yet.
Th"IS examma
· t"10 11· \\ h"IC h has been
adopted by the Association, is one of the
normal requirements for all students who
1
P an to enter medical school next FalL
Stude11t~ from Carroll taking the te~t
are: H. Boehmer, F. Burns, R Deutschman, E. Hill. 1L IIitchco, l.L Krisko,
J_ Landers, F. 1faykrzak, J. l.Ialone, S.
"Matuszew ki,]. ·ag!c, )J_. Rini, S. Schulman, R Wirtz, 1L \\"olf.

Two Students
In A uto Crash I

\\"ere l.Ii s l.farie Conkey, 38, Supervisor
of ~fedical Social Work at Charity Ho;pita!, and ~fiss Henrietta HeinteL '35,
also a social worker at the E. 22nd.
Street institution. ~Ii ·- Conkey uffcred
a pos:,ible fracture of the JJclvis, \\!tile
:\fiss Heintel's right thumb was broken.
The dri\·cr of the car which colliding
with that of the two social workers was
taken to Central Police Station where
he wa3 charged with driving while intoxicatcd.

( C Olltillllt'd frum l'ogc 2)

commencing to tackle this gigantic
problem, is operating: on four fronb.
Only one oi these four, however, i~ of
immediate interc:t to john Carroll, hecau~e it i: the only one of the four that
directly a!Iccb the uninrsity. Hricfly,
it is an attempt on the part of the
, •. Y. A. to incrca'e the educational opportunities of youth. The ,-arious ad\"i!'ory committees of the X. Y . .\, arc
acting a~ fiscal ag<'lltS for the existing
public and pri\·atc t·ducational organizations in the country l<l aid and as -ist
young people to continue their studies.
The formal work oi education itself is
left in the hands of the educators and
the local boards of education; the adminbtrators of the • ' . Y. .\. bcltcvc
that the federal government has no business in thi-. field. \t the present time
about 300,000 young people, who otherwise would have been forced to lea\"C
school and college, ha\'C already been
enabled to continue their studies
through the effort~ of the .l\ational
Youth .\dministration.

Letters to the Editor of· -the Carroll News
Mo re Heat
To the T:.ditar of the Carroll .Vct••s,

dress the assembly and will review the
progress made in the new institution.
If the student body real ized the wo rk
done by the band members throughout
the year; the attention and prestige it
brings to the university, the enjoyment
garnered at the concer t; the true satisfaction of helping two organizations,
and par ticipati ng in the affai rs of their
school ; they wou ld jam the audi torium
to t he doo rs. Here's hoping the concert has a packed house and continued
success in the future.
Tony Horak '35.

Dear Sir,
According to rumor, Carroll's new
heating system is supposed to be the
best in Cleveland, if not in the state it·elf, but little of its rumored proficiency
has been fe lt in the lower floo r s of ou r
new •buildingg, much to the discomfort
of the students. Especially, may I add,
in Mr. \V olf's Cafeteria is this lack of
heat noticeably felt. One is ba rely able
to weave his way through the numerous
tables because of obscured vision resulting from the vaporous steam which
Knoxlike Precision
eminates from the breath of students
To
the
Editar
of the Carroll News,
who are partaking of the "delicious" foods
concocted by "Citrf" Wolf.
I have been watching the Carroll team
Francis llfarquard '37.
all year in their efforts to steal some
thunder from Knox College, which lost
Packe d H ouse
twenty seven games in. a row. \ Vhen
th ey got off on the wrong foot by going
To the Editor of the Carroll ;Vcws,
down
to victory with Albion I figured
Dear Ed itor,
The announcement of the joint con- they were going to be ordinary and try
cert of the Carroll Band and Glee Club, to win all their games as other teams
in the last issue of the Carroll News, do. Consequently I showed very little
prompts me to write concerning this interest. After all there are a couple
matter. \\'hile attending Car roll, I was hundred college teams trying to win
a member of the band and had the op- games every week You can go out to
portunity to observe the rapid progress any fie ld on a Saturday afternoon and
made by this newest of Carroll musical watch a couple of teams try to beat each
organizations. Several concerts of a other. No novelty in it, at aiL
In the second game my interest perkcalibre which would be a credit to a
'ot only did they lose but they
veteran group were given to small but ed up.
appreciative audience . I am sorry to lost convincingly. They lost like vetsay that · student attendance at these erans. You knew way before the end
concerts was woefully weak Certa inly of the game that victory need not be
this band i · de ·erving of 100'/~ coopera- feared. In hort, they went about it
tion from the student body. In four like a team that knows how to lose.
years it ha · , grown to include sixty
The experience gained against B.member ·. Thi~ number would be larger \V. served them in good tead in the
O hio U . game. After the first quarter
were there more uniforms ava ilable.
The concert will be the occasion of in which they had the fans biting their
the formal dedication of the new Ca r- lips they settled down to Knoxlike preroll university .\uditorium. Appearing cision. The highc t hopes for a rousing
in. thi · concert \Yith the band will be the defeat were exceeded if possible. Ohio
Carroll Glee Club, one of the best col- U. didn't have a chance for a loss. It
legiate singing groups in this section of was being whi pered about freely in
the country. Father Rodman will ad - the stands during the second half that

Carroll was u ing ringers from Knox
Collcge. These rumors were entirely
unfounded. They were the idle mouthings of men who will not give anybody
credit.
The sea on sailed on blithely. None
of the games were even close. Last
week they had an off-day. Success almost went to their heads. \\'ith defeat after defeat spurring them on they
went out and dared to make a touchdown against Case in the first quarter
This almost proved fatal for they were
underestimating their opponents who
can get nearer the goal without scoring
than any team in the country. However, with the kind assistance of the
officials they came through in the last
quarter to cop off their mo t sen ational
defeat. But ·what a scare everybody
had. \Ve hope such carlessness will not
be repeated tomorrow. Fickle Fame is
blowing her hot •breath on our backs
Let's go with the will to lose.
Joseph :\fulholland '35.
Old Grads"
To tlte Editor of the Ca.rroll .Vrws,

Dear Editor,
The frenetic goings on of the old grad
have long been a rich source for satire
by the nation's humori ts; lately their
pecuniary activitie ha,-e caused concern
among the pure. Alumni have established
a tradition of well intending meddling
of foolish fussing and sound financial and
moral backing. Xone or fc\\" of the c
qualities, good or otherwise, di tingui>h
our own Carroll Alumni.
Carroll Alumni have in the past been
more or less inoffensively passive; in the
face of the late attempt at rcvi,·al their
pasivity has become a positive act of
small spirited indifference toward an in-~
stitution to which, after all. they owe
something.
From the imposing body of 110 graduates it is safe to say that not more than
fifty worked actively on the Building

I

Campaign; a review of alumni contributions would re\·eal a startling disproportion between potentiality and fact. And
is there not a connection between the
lassitude of the alumni and the disa .. trous
record acquired by the current footba:J
team?
The effects of indifference might be
continued indefinitely but my purpose
here is to note the disappointing turnouts
this year at tlte new building and to encourage a return to the fold of graduates
remiss in their duty.
Mark :McCollough '35.
-A Kind Word
To tire Editor of the Carroll News,
Dear Editor,
I am asking this opportunitv to write
this letter to the Carroll Nc; •s and to
congratulate the staff on the new department which they have placed m their
paper. I refer to the "Letter to the Editor" department of the recent issue of
the News.
It is my belief that this department is
just what the paper· needed and that it is
j U>t what the Carroll student body needed. The Carroll Ne~.·s needed a little
more life. This department answers that
neew. The Carroll student body needed
some medium wherein they might express their own opinions in regard to

their school and the various activities
which go to make up their school. This
department answers that need.
If' it 1s used with di-;cretion by the
student body it can be developed into a
wonderful in trument for improvement of
student life and student spirit here at
CarrolL
Therefore let all of u; student,; write
to the editor of the Curroll .VC'lC's and in
our letters exprc, our opinions. Let u ·
be constructive in our critici m and generous with our praise.
Richard L Leusch '37.

.Students
Meet the Gang
at the

City Ice Rink
(Cor. Warren and Fisher Rd.)

Mternoon 20c -

EYening 35c

CITY ICE AND FUEL
CO)IPANY

•••. ... .•. ........ .. ... .......•....•.. ... ...................•.......••... .•....

STONE'S COTTAGE
(Formerly Cedar Lunch)

Food that Satisfies

Reasonable Prices

Comer of Cedar and Warrensville

..... ..... .............•.......•.•.• .........•.••••........ ..................•..

l\IAYFIELD TAVERN, Inc.
Beer -

Wine -

Liquors

4478 Mayfield Rd.

SPECIAL FOR THANKSGIVING DAY
Full

Cou~e

Turkey Dinner 6Se
Hi-Proof Beer-6 for S9c

Hot Turkey Sandwich 30c
3.2 Beer-3 for 25c
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Quit
Crabbing

e~s
1

Blue Streak s Face Conquer01rs of Ohio Wesleyan in
Attempt for Successful Ending to
Disa strous Season; Benedict~, Breen Play Last Game

r'"'u~

Three girls from Notre Dame, a
freshman, Stecker by name, an alum·
nus, McCollough by name, a guy that
went to Chicago last year, name of
no importance, a guy down in the
second row, name unknown, Harry
Meade, and I; in the Carroll supposed-to-be-cheering-section near the
press box; when Case didn't compl~te
a pass in that last quarter, but whtch
same was allowed for interference.
One of the girls from Notre Dame,
"Gee, I didn't see him catch it."
Second and third, in unison, "Nor
did I ...
Guy down in second row, "Robber!"
Guy from Chicago, "Worst bit of
officiating I ever saw."
Stecker, "My gosh I"
Alumnus, "Oh dear!"
Meade, "Was that supposed to be
interference?"
"Wow--oh my head."
"Worst bit of officiating I ever
saw."
"My gosh!"
"Oh dear!"
Meade, "I thought if you just went
after the ball, it couldn't be called
interference."
Minarik, "That's right."
Everybody, "How much time is
there?"
"My gosh. Was that running up
to the line of scrimmage supposed
to be a touchdown?"
Minarik, "What happens if you
print libel?"
" It gets cut or you get cut or the
school gets cut."
Minarik, "How do you get around
it?"
Guy down in second row, "Wow!
What a deal!"

*

IRON MEN

* * *

Ehrhardt, Benedict, Arbc:;nik,
Rc/1, Tlu.>mpsou, cmd .~!onnilc are
the Carroll mc11 that went si.t·fy
mimtlt'S i1• that Case game. All
riyht, .Uormile did 01rly go 59 m•illutcs and 59 s.·co11ds.

*

•

*

•

WHY?
Why didn't somebody get
Delehanty a belt?
Why did
Ray Ride take Frye out of the
game? Why didn't Danny call
for an attempted field goal
when Carroll was about 15
yards away? Where did Ehrhardt learn to beat the ends
down under purtts? What did
Breen whisper into Thompson's
ear when he went in in that
last quarter? Who will make
it his business to tell somebody
what interference is? Not to
mention a touchdown.

• • *
CO TAGIOUS

I GO wANe£ J

Mighty Dayton Flyers Meet
'------=---------=====~~ Carroll at Stadium Tomorrow
Here Are Big Four Ends

By Minarik

F YOU MIS ED
THE CASE GAME

Sports

CF

LEV[LAND'~

~16 r"u~

By Chuc:k H eat on

A frequently beaten, but potentially powerf ul Dayton t~m will invade the Stadium on Thanksgivin day to meet our Blue Streaks. This
is a traditional battle between the ~wo schools and always produces some
real football. Last year Carroll went into the game somewhat a favorite
but were held to a scoreless tie by a fighting U. of D. team.
The Flyers reached their peak early this season when they de feated the
strong team of "Battling Bishops" from Ohio Wesleyan by a 13-0 score.

- --=---------------

This was an upset as Wes leyan has
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - one of the best squads in Ohio, having
PROBABLE LINEUP
Smythe .................................... L. E ..
Fahey ........................................ L . T.
Thieme .................................... L . G.
Holsten .......................................... C.
Wagner .................................... R . G.
Zieroff ...................................... R. T.
Wholey .................................... R. E.
Petkowicz ................................ Q . B .
McDonough ............................ L. H.
Halligan .................................. R. H .
Zotkiewiez ................................ F . B.

defeated Cincinnati and held the Red
Cats of Reserve to a 7-7 tie. V ince
McDonough, former Cathedral Latin star
and member of their championship team,
was the "big gun" in the Maroon and
Blue attack, scoring one touchdown and
being on the passing end of the other.

In and Outers
In the other games this season, the
Flyers have not shown t he consistent
power or strength that they flashed in
their victory over the Bishops. O n SeptenJber 29, they met a strong team from
Cincinnati and absorbed a 29-0 lashing .
Ohio U. defeated Dayton 26-0. A n inty
yard run by Chermitske of Ohio U. accounted for the first touchdown. Snyder
also made several long runs reminiscent
of those against Carroll.
The F lyers received an unexpected setback when Canisius, a light team from
Buffalo defeated them. Ryan, left half
of Canisius, tossed a 30 yard pass to
quarterback Enright for a six pointer
Carroll to Journey to Athens
early
in the game and then all D ayton
To Meet Bobcats in '36;
thrusts were repelled. Last Saturday
Big Four Tea:Dl8 Also Dated
Miam i and Dayton fought to a 6-6 t ie.
The Redskins scored first when Jack
The 1936 edition of the Blue Streak , Llewellyn, halfback intercepted a Dayton
will meet Ohio U. at Athens, accordin pass and lateralled to Cole who crossed
the goal line untouched.
to Ralph Vince, athletic director of Joh 1
Flyers Score
Carroll. Several teams have been def··
Gutzwiller, Dayton center, blocked a
initely scheduled for next year, among;
punt on the "Big Red"""14 ya rd line.
them will be the Big Four teams and[ Zotkiewiez, Maroon and Blue fullback
Dayton.
took a pass from Vince McDonough and
This year's Bobcats from Ohio U. pul' chalked up their touchdown.
Carroll concludes a disastrous season
a light team on the field against Ca rroll
when they meet their t raditional foes on
fo r a squad boasting such a powerful of··
''Turkey Day." Not hav ing won a game
fense. However, they have always been, since the ope~er with Albion, the Streaks
a speedy, well coached outfit. The: will be attempting to end their season as
Streaks played a great defensive gam : they began it, with a win. In its fina l
in the first quarte r and held the Bobcats Big Four contest, the Blue and Gold
scoreless. The sheer power of the down d ropped a close decision to Case 12-6.
Catron scored first on a 40 yard return
state boys asserted itself after that anq
of a punt by Bobbie Thompson and led
they rang up 49 points. The Blue and at the half 6-0.. The Scientists, however,
Gold wi ll be out to avenge th is beating came back st rongly in the fi nal quarter
and shoved over two touchdowns. This
in the 1936 encounter.
was not without "off icial" aid however,
On November 7, the Streaks are definitely scheduled to meet the Red Cats o as interference called on Carron was responsible for one and the other didn't
Reserve. With Case alone still in the
appear to be ove r the li ne.
way, Reserve will undoubtedly win t h
In this game Ar t Breen, usually a left
Big Four Championship this year .
end otarted at the right side of the line
Having few seniors on the squad, the:
and played a great game. Bobbie ThompCats will display another powerful ag,
gregation next year. Ray Zeh, Puck son showed more than at any other time
this year. Besides his 40 yard touchBurgwin, and Doc Kelker are among the down run, he did a fine job punting, with
returni ng stars, who should again shine one boot carrying over 65 yards. Don
next season.
Shifla went in at fuil back in place of
(Continued 011 Page 7)
Johnny Lyons and played good ball.

Ohio U. Again
On Streak

Grid Schedule

Intramural Basketball to Be
Df
d • N ew Carro 11 Gy m
..r. aye tn
It ha always been the contention of
the university authorities that students
should receive a broad education in which
both mental and physical elements are
important. In accordance with this belief the Carroll Union and athletic department have co-operated providing an
intramural basketball league this year. A
committee to be appointed at a later date
by Donald Birmingham, president of the
·
k a 11 arrangeCarro !I U mon,
w1'II ma-e
ment as to time of game and arbitrate
all di -putes.
The combination auditorium and gymna ·ium in the main building at University
Height will be the cene of activity.
The auditorium will have a wooden floor
in time for the band concert, December
IS, so that ba -ketball games should start

soon after that date. The same rules and
regulations of last year with possibly
one or two changeo will govern the
league.
During the course of the last basketball season enthusiasm and competrtwn
in the intramural basketball league was
keen. Last year two groups existed, the
American League and the National
League. The 1v1' nn 1•11 g tean1 of the American League, the Whirlwinds, played the
champs of the National League, the
Biologists. The Biologists, ~;nning two
out of three games won the deciding game
after a thrilling battle in which the score
was 31-30.
Varsity men will be ineligible for competition in the intramural league.

_:________::____:_____...:..,_-=S-:-------:h::-------Streaks Hope to Finish eason y
7
)
Feasting on Flyers (Foul Fly Y ou, 1:'\..llOW

Have you ever wondered why football planation at any rate. Thanksgiving is
games are played on Thanksgi 1·ing after- the day on which the turkey, the chicken
noon ? You don't know why, do you:' et al. are killed. If they aren't killed
b
Thanksgi1·ing day they will in all pro \\'ell I don't aspire to tell you, because ability live for a time to come. In like
I don't know either. To the same twenty manner is not Thanksgiving also the last
questions asked around the campus, "\Vhy chance a football player win have to be
* • * •
are football games played on Thanksgiv- acrificed on the iron of grid? If he
It sormdcd mor,· like a baseball gam.: ing morning?" twenty similar replies were urvive Thanksgiving day he too will
live for a while.
offer RCiudcbush rul.-d inttr/ercllcc 011 recei,·ed. All were, "I don't know."
1/rat p.~ss. E~·aybody but me tl'a.s yf'lling,
There is no historical data procurable
There also happens to be a hale and
''Kill the Cmpirc!''
on that subject. All records indicate that well-fed brood of players coming up
a- far back as football goe~ Thanksgi1•ing from down-state. Turkeys and chickens
* • • *
day wa· a popular time for the game. can fly, and as I said, they are sacrificed
ALL THOMPSON
Perhaps that day is a good one to mark on Thanksgiving day. Now Dame RuSpeaking of kicks, methinks
the end of the season. Perhaps that day mor has it that our hungry bunch of playBobby was about tops in that
i one in which the players' con titutions ers £rom Carroll, like unto a hungry and
game. And did be make those
are in better hape than they \\ill be for wounded lion, are first going to clip the
six Case men who were around
some time to come after that. Perhaps wings of the birds from Dayton called
him when he picked up that
it is a good day from the standpoint of "Flyers". Then they are going to deball on the first bounce and
gate receipt-. Xobody knows.
1 vour them bodily.
There should be just
ran for a touchdown look sick.
But to me there is one significant fact enough Flyers to go around with one for
(Mr. Bungart, "And he calls
(coincidence if you will). This explana-1 each player. Are you going to see the
that a sentence I")
tion may not satisfy you, but it's an ex- team gets its Thanksgiving feast?
Captam Benedict finally caught the
Thump:.un di:;ease by throwing his headgear down before a kick. But this was
before that try for extra point after Ca c
scored . 'o. T110. Boy was he mad. nd
who wa>n't?

OND'S
()vercoat Parade
W"ill Save You Money

Blllrlingame Polos
·AT

szz

"HER B" D E N K
College R epresentative

Use Bond's Popu·
lar .Ten P ayment
Plan at No Extra
CosL

419 Euclid Ave.
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Cage Team
To Practice

Loss of Benedict
And Breen to
Be Sorely Felt

Sports

By Ralphons e K raft
Ordinarily when there are but two
graduating members
a school's footBy Lou Horvath
ball team there is good reason to cheer.
I t seems to this department that the
But this year, although there are only
girls are not getting the break they detwo seniors on the squad the effects of
serve in the news of today {not even in
graduation will be none the less felt. It
the Moving-Finger dept.) - from the
was the experience and enthusia m of the
angle of sports, that is. Quo facto, this
two veteran players that noticeably bolcolumn.
stered the morale of the team.
• * • •
When Frank McGinty decided to di A questionnaire recently taken at one
continue his studies in favor of a po·iof the local femme colleges divulges the
tion the team was left without a capfollowing facts:
tain. AI Benedict was selected and has
That over SO% of the girls do not enca rr ied his duties admirably.
joy seeing a football game because the
In his six years of varsity competition
referee is always blamed in the end, no
in high school and college AI has played
matter which team wins . .. that they 1
every position on the line. At St.
do not like to see a tie either, because
Ignatius he played end, tackle and guard.
nobody can win bets that way . .. that
He was a letter man in all three years.
Captain AI Benedict
their boy friends never compliment
and received All-Catholic rating in his
them on their looks after the game besenior year.
cause they're too hoarse . . . that footHe has also been a three letter man at
ball players never look up into the
Carroll. In his sophomore year AI wa>
stands . . . that they are too muddy anyused at center . This year he is being
how.
prominently mentioned as a candidate for
25% of the girls frankly state that
guard on the All-Big Four team.
football games are exceedingly exciting,
In addition to playing football Benedict
especially when the hot-dog man throws Kennelly, Domanski and
is president of the '"C" Club and is seca wiener to a person several rows away Caito Will Improve
retary of the Senior class. As captain
and the recipient barely catches it. SO%
of the team he is honorary chairman of
Next
Year's
Team
of this 25% say that it is more exciting
the Senior Thanksgi'l>ing Football Dance.
to see the hot -dog man catch his nickle.
AI is admitted ly a "sucker" for sweep3% would' rather stay at home and
stake tickets. He also plays a mean
FRESHMAN LINEUP
make cookies ..05% says that sbe does
game of ping-pong and won the chamnot intend to see a game until games are
pionship of the Knickerbocker League
].
Sempberger
........................
L
.
E
.
played Saturday night after all the
this spring.
Domanski ................................ L. T.
house cleaning is done.
"The most spectacular play I believe
Pitika ........................................ L. G.
I ever made," AI told me after considKennelley .. .................................... C.
erable questioning, "was in the BaldwinThe girl behind me: Isn't it a shame
Wa llace game last year when I pulled
S.
Sempberger ........................ R. G.
that after all the trouble Bob Thompson
the 'stolen ball' trick and scored CarMiljenovic ................................ R. T.
goes to in kicking the ball everybody
roll's only touchdown." That was the
so selfishly runs after it and fights for
Zeleznik - - - · - · - - - - - R. E.
game Car roll lost by three points. (But
it ... Sam Sansone has mud on his nose
Wiswasser ........... ......................... Q.
don't let that statement fool you. He
... I wonder if mine is shiny? . . . Why
Perella
___ R. H.
had made many a spectacular play beare those Case players chasing Leo
Garopic -···----···-·---L. H.
that one and has made many a fine
fore
Arbeznik? . . . Maybe they don't want
play. since.}
Fakey ··-············ ······· · ········~··········F.
hiin to get hit by the ball i' ... Isn't tb;it
Others who may be included
T ry ing to get infor mation from a foothorn of the referee's cute? ... Look, Ed
ball player is harder than trying to tame
here are: Schroeder, Fatica,
Delehanty is going on the field to tell
a wi ld and hungry lion. As a result I
Malia, O'Donnell, M a h o n,
him something about it . . . Isn't that exhad to have recou rse to Danny Cantillon
Hughes, Ryan, O ' Malley, and
pression of Jim Foti's poetic? ... Have
for this one about AI.
you a cigarette?
McNamee.
Last year the team entered the Union
The students at Ursuline have a footTerminal after the tr ip from Dayton. A
ball team. Forced to be a spectator at
1
youngster came running up to AI with a
one of the games I have written a reDuring the past few days the fresh- pencil and a notebook.
sume, as Ralph Kraft would do it: men gridders, using Day ton's plays
"Win you autograph my notebook,
Yes, my dear children, literally coming from behind their goal-posts, the agains t the va rsity have been winding up mister?" the excited lad asked.
"Why sure, be glad to." AI was be"Rouge Scourage" of Ursuline in the their fi rst season at college football with
ginning
to wondc;r at his own promilast minutes of the fourth period scored the old see-you-ag: in touch. T he thirty
the winning tally to upset the highly- frosh will now go into hibernation unti l nence.
"That's swell !" the youngster ejacutouted " Vanity Whirlwind" of Notre next spr ing when they will place the ir
lated.
Dame, by a score of 3-0. The U rsulines
"How come you want my autograph
kicked a field goal after the referee was bids before the coaching sta ff for regul ar
though?"' asked AI.
taken out of the game-she had faint- berths on the varsity.
'"Why you're the g reat Andy Pitney,
ed after measuring five successive
U ndoubtedly many of them \\; 11 find
aren't you?" was the reply.
penalties for hair-pulling . . . .
places on the Streak's roster, Judge Car\Vhat happened then, and whose name
berr y, freshman coach stated, "What the AI signed, Cantillon wou ld not reveal.
* * *
We see that the N . D. girls play kick boys lack in seasoning they make up in and Benedict would make no statement
about it.
ball for recreation. Whether this is a weigh t and manpower."
T he other senior member of the squad
variety of billiards or hide-and-go-seek,
The frosh eleven this year has been
we were not able to discover. Anyhow,
is A rt Breen, also a three letter man at
the freshmen triumphed over the sopho- one of the most balanced in weight that Ca r roll. Art has earned all his letters
mores in a close battle lately by a score has ever aspi red to don Ca r roll uniforms. playing end. At Cleveland Heights High
of 14-7. And, dear me, it was a thrilling They have a fast-stepping backfield and he earned seve ral more letters at the
spectacle. One of the girls lost her com- a heavy for ward wall which outweighs same position.
Art also serves as secretary of the
pact in the mud.
the varsity by pounds.
"C" Club. Again I had recourse to the
But why not extend this sport next
There is a wagon load of much need- k ibitzing Danny Cantillon that Art is
year, girls? Perhaps some day it will replace football. Here we have a sche4ule ed tackl es coming up in Miljenovic, also an enthusiast oi indoor sports. In
all made out for you:
Schroeder, Domanski, and Ma lia. A ll of shooting pool, a pastime in which he has
these boys eas ily push the scale over the a reputation, he has been known often
Sept. !-Notre Dame vs. N.D.to chalk up a "run" of six balls.
Home.
200 pound ma rk and all _are good men
Art chooses to be remembered by the
Nov. 1-N. D. vs. Notre Dametoo. ' Bull" Domanski starred in his old \Vestminister game last year in which
atN. D.
high school days on the championsh ip he scored two of Carroll's touchdowns.
Dec. !-Notre D. vs. N . DameLatin teams of '32 and '33.
One of them was the result of a specat Notre Dame.
Kurly Kennelley, a 210 pounder from tacular play in which he intercepted an
Jan. 1-0pen.
Coll inwood holds down the center posi- opposing pass to score.
tion hke a tree stump. Although it is a
Due to the fine performances of Frank
* * *
It is reported by M . that the girls at little early to predict as yet, he seems 11cGinty and Bill Scope), Art had little
Ursuline also have track team. Some likely to be the best man for that part opportunity to show his wares before this
,
rear. It was in the J ohn Carroll-Case
o£ the girls are so fast (no pun, Ralph) of the Iin e.
A nother boy destined to shine next game that he shined. He was one of the
around the track that you can time them
only by the scent of perfume they leave year is J ohnny Sempberger, left end, from outstanding players on the field both on
behind them. Bloodhounds are used to Shar psville, down Penn's \ \' oods way. the offensive and on the defensive. It
distinguish the girls and their respec- T hen there is Garopic, a fine passer. With was his getting down the field fa t under
tive brands. Meets are held daily in Sempberger and Zeleznik. on the receiv- punts with "Swede" Arbeznik that reing ends, is combinaticm should click. peatedly checked Case deep in its own
chasing Cedar street cars.
Since only two men, Art Breen and ter ritory. Going around end for the
*
This is one of their most stirring AI Benedict, will be lost to Carroll next Case backs was the same as heading into
cheers, one that invariably sticks up in year, there will be plenty of competi- ", 'o },fan's Land."
And so to Seniors AI Benedict and
tion for places on the first team. But
the throat of the shouter:
from what those frosh have shown, a lot Art Breen, as far as football is conPowder your nose, powder your
of them wiil displace their rivals among cerned, we bid a sad farewell after the
face,
•
Dayton game.
the upper-classmen.
We've got to win, to win this race.

At Bellefaire
T h ompson, 1\lormile, Marcus
And McGraw Should
1'\-l a k e treaks Formidahle
That John Carrolt"s basketball team
will practice at Bellefaire Orphanage. i~
almo t a certainty according to Ralph
Vince, athletic director. Howe\·er no
statement was forthcoming as to the seen.:
of the home games. Sc\'eral po.;sibilitics
exist. The old Carroll gym at JOth and
Carroll, the Cathedral Latin gym, and th,·
Bellefaire gym are the ~trOn!(..-st contenders, and one of these is sure to be
chosen.
This year's cage team is expected to be
the strongc t in many a year. Cene
\\' olanski is easily one oi the outstandin~:
players of the tat~. Glenn Garrett hkewise is a nifty ball handler and a \·ery
accurate shot. Add to them. ] ohn ~l ar
cus, Dan 1Iormile, Ed Rosicki, Bill ~k
~ally. Bobby Thompson and Leo \rbet nik and you have one of the dassiest
group of tars in this section oi the
country.
Should Be Champs
It remains for the coach. 1l ike Kuhn
to develop them into tlw champt nslnp
team that they should be. l.a~t year aiter
a slow sta rt , the team im11ro\ ed n rap~<l
ly that they came within an eyela h uf
spilling Case who later heat Re >~n·l·.
Reserve won the Big Four title however.
Koken's system is imilar to that u~rtl
at Notre Dame, i. e., the defense uses
a combination of the zone defense and
shifting man for man, while the offcns<.'
is built around the pi\'Ot po ition. Huwe\'Cr this may be changed with the new
ruling affecting that position.
AJ: any rate Carroll's cage k:tm ''ill
not be the pushovers that they ha \ ·c bn•n
in former years. And they may even
come out at the end {)[ the season with a
Big Four title added to their conquc ts.
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Frosh Wind
Up Season

• • • •

•

•
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End A rt B ree n

November 30
Charity Game
Holy Name and Collinwood
To Be Starters in P-D
Give-a-Christmas-F und Ga me
Holy l\ame and Collinwood High
Schools have been named oppone nt s for
the city High School football championhip. This contest is to be held at
Cleveland's :\[unicipal stadium, Saturday, · ovem'bcr 30.
Graduates of Greater Cleveland high
schools. particularly those now in college here, were urged last night to consider l\ovember 30, the date of the Plain
Dealer Football game in the Stadium, :1s
A lumni reunion day for all schools, and
were asked by John A. Crawford, game
manager, to plan to attend the game.
An attendance goal of -!0,000 ha been
announced for the game, Crawford said,
and attainment of it depends on the support of high cl1ool graduates as well as
the undergraduates. College football took
on a new lease of life in Cleveland this
year, Crawford aid. and this Charity
game aim to gi\·e chola tic football
similar new public support.
Setting of the 40,000 attendance goal
for this game reflect the incrca_e in
Ch ristmas relief programs that ari es
from the return to state and local agencies of the general relief burden, Crawford said. But of more significance to
Greater Cleveland high school and academy alumni is the fact that it indicates
the Charity Game has attained uch a
standard as to merit that much attention
from the public that love good port,
massed band spectacles, and that believes
in backing chool programs.
Reserved section scats are priced SOc
in advance, 7Sc at the gate. Reserved
seats arc $1 and $1.50; box scat $3 and
$2. General admission is SOc at the gate,
2Sc if bought in adv!-nce at high schools,
Shell Stations and Plain Dealer Agencies.
School athletic offices h;.ve been asked
to handle a supply of these l\ ovembe r 30
reserved and re erved section seats. All
are upper tiers.

Ohio V. Again
On Streak
Grid Schedule
(Co11tintt~d

from Pay.• 6)

These are the only two games definitely scheduled. Of course. Carroll "ill
again meet the other Big Four ri\·a!,,
Ca c and Baldwin-\Vallace. They al-.>
plan the traditional game against the Flyers from the t..;niversity of Dayton.
R'"alph Vince promises u · a chcdulc somewhat like this year's, with few or no
"breathers" on it. Carroll 'hould be better equipped to meet a difficult program
by '36.
Such juniors a \Volanski, .\rheznik.
Thompson, Hanley, Ehrhardt, and Baloga
should be reaching their peak next vear.
Experience will add much to the wcalih of
sophomore material and several real bal!
players arc coming from the Frush rank.;.
Thus it !Doks as though next year's squad
will be able to take care of any srhedule
arranged for it.

Thompson Gives Case Safety
Men Headaches With His Boots
'"Boy, oh boy! Look at that thing sail." That's just the beginning. Bobby played
Such expressions as these were common every one of those sixty minute in thai
at the Case-Carroll game eleven days ago. game. And he played them with a painAnd they referred to one Bobby Thomp- fully banged up hand. a hand that de·
son, who persisted in booting that pig- served doctor's care. Hecsaman, \Vho:a skin over the Case safely men no matter man? etc.
where they stood. W1th the wind or
Well that's half of Carroll"s story.
against it, behind his .goal line or n~t, it The rest is concerned with the students'
made no dtfference to Bobby. And tf on sentiments on the officials' decision on
some occasion, the Case safety man man- the interference of a pa>s. But we'll
aged to be far enough bark to catch the leave that up to some professional Crabball, the kick wouldpe so high that Art ber.
Case·· story is somewhat the same. ExBreen, Leo Arbeznik, or Hank Ehrhardt
( who thought he was an end) would cept that they talk about a \·ictory inj stead. However, they were lucky. E\·en
smear him before he got started.
And that isn't the whole story. By no , they admit it. They outgained the
means is it the whole story. Everybody 1 Streaks; but they were so badly outadmits that a pack cannot run without talked and outfought it was funny. Thev
blocking. But Bobby did. With four had six men in their backfield. Palgut~1
Rough Riders surrounding him. Bob pick- and Benedict represented Carroll. Wi.tar
ed up a punt on the first bvunce and ran admits he wasn't interfered with. ~!lc:kov
to the sideline and thence forward until ky doesn't kn0\1 if he scored that seche was over that goal line. It must be ond touchdown or not.
But that's the way it goe5. Don Shifta
said for the re t of the team, howe,·er
that nobody laid a hand on him after that expressed it perfectly :\fonday morning
original four man getaway.
after the game. "'\\'e .hould ha\·e never
And even that isn't the whole story. let those guys beat us."
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4C's Convention
At Christrnas
The

Cleveland

Catholic

Collegiate

Council, composed o£ sodalists from John
Carroll, Xotre Dame and Ursuline colleges, and the nursing schools o£ St.
Alex: is and St. John's hospitals, will hold
a convention for the purpose o£ di ·cu. sing Catholic action and fostering it among
. . .
.
the students of the mst1tut10ns mentiOned
a bo"·e •
.
. .
The conYentton
whtch. t5 to last for
.
. two
days Will be held dunng the Chn tmas
vacation. It is \'cry probable that the
socialists will meet at John Carroll,
Chc tcr Lynn, socialist president, will
make the arrangements for the com·ention. He will be as isted by Harold
:Meade, secretary of the sodality. Prominent Catholic clergymen and lay leade rs
will speak. Formal speechc-, to be sueceedecl by round table discussion, will predominate.

Expect Smoker
To Set Record

Dramatic Society
Selects Plays
As this i:~uc goes to press the Lit tie
Theatre Society, under the guidance of
Rev. \Vm. ~Iurphy, S. J .. has just completed a preliminary un·ey of their plam
for this year. At a meeting held la..;t
evening at the University, .Carl Frcidle.
Dramatic instructor, addressed the group
and welcomed new members. ~fr. Freidle
reported that special meetings had hl'en
held at which January. 12 has been sut
a~ the date for the So.ctcty's annual production. At present two ,·ehicles are be"
,
ing considered, "Yellow Jack , and 'The
"f
t
'f
·
tl
\\'
ld"
0
·' eanes ,, an m 1c
or .
ne of
these plays will be selected as the group
offering for 1936.
R 0 bert A smann. prest'd ent 0 f t 11e S 0ciety, outlined a program o[ study which
will be followed in keeping with the
club' policy to instruct its members in
the ll'l@ehanical as well a aesthetic end
of play production.
.The annual pro~luction .. according. to
V\:.tlfred 'chcclel. Vlcc-prcstdent. pror~tS('s
tlm year to be the fine t e\·er attamd
by the Little Theatre Society. The play
will be decided upC'n within the next few

I

QUINTENS SWEET SHOP
3465 Fairmount Blvd.

(Colllillllcd from Page I)

128 Pounds
Pat K elly .... ........ vs ....... Harry Teaney
Golden Gloves Ohamp. He will make the redA red-headed cyclone. head step and give
evtrything he has.

147 Pounds
Tiger Brown ........vs ................. Art Tate
City Champ and ama- This

bout

will sla1

~er':"~bnot~!:J. greatest ;~~ T~~~/bsolutely
155 Pounds
Harold Dettman .. vs ........ Andy Curry

I

Winner over Al Pal· Also
beat
Palmer.
mer qolden Gloves Thes~ b_oys w1ll fight
Champton.
1t out m the G. G.
Tournam~nt.

H eav}"Wetg
· ht
Eddie Hocevar
vs .. ....... Steve Smozy
Runner-up in
Li!l'ht-Heavy
Golden Gloves
Now boxing
heavyweight.

Open
Class.
1935.
as a

Former Golden Gloves
Heavyweight
champion and a terrific
punch<r.

---------------days and try-outs will be in order at the
December 6 meeting. The cast will be
, elected and production started by the
second week in December and all mem-

I

bcrs who desire to a ist in any way are
urged to attend these next few meetmgs .

N~arest

I

l\Ic:FETRIDGE - Drugs
Fairmount Blvd. at Queenston

place to Carroll for Cigarettes, Betr,

Candy, and LIGHT LUNCHES

CaU FAirmount 3620

FAirmount 2440

(

ucccs~or

We Deliver

to 'IcFctridgeVogt)

.

····················~······································· ··················~

For Wholeson1e Food Rentetuhcr

BLACK FOREST INN
4382 l\iAYFIELD ROAD
Where the local college students meet

Fish Fry EYery Friday
Beer on Tap
Walter H. Schafer

and most famous personality of the bil·
liard world! Mr. Hoppe has learned that
a mild cigarette affords more pleasure ..•
and that mildness is essential to one who
prizes healthy nerves. He says: "Champi·
onship billiards call for healthy nerves.
It was a happy day for me when I turned
to Camels. I found I could smoke all I
wish and never have 'edgy' nerves. I have
smoked Camels for a long time, and I
want to compliment Camels on their
mildness. It must take more expensive
tobaccos to give that special Camel flavor
I like so much-always cool and good."
You, too, will find a new delight once
you turn to Camels. They never get
on your nerves .•. never tire your taste.

COSTLIER

TOBACCOS!
e Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSfVJl TOBACCOS

... Turkish and Domestic ..•
than any other popular brand.

VAN with Walter o·Keefe

CARA
· • Glen Gnv and
TUNE IN 1• cAMEL
Dea.neJanis•Ted~ll.SI':,y-9P·m·Jl.S.T~
ua•Tuesday&
urs
psT
.m M.s.'l'., 8.30 p.m. . . •
8 p.m. C.S.T., 9·~~t Coll.liDbia erwork
-ovetW~

the Casa I.oma Orcb es

0 U88, R. I. Bon>olda Tot>, Co.

...

····································~························· ···············~·

WILLIE HOPPE, champion of champions,

{Signu/} R. }. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N.C.

..

YOU'LL UKI tHEIR MILDNESS TOO
It has been found again and again that Camels do not
jangle the oerves ... and athletes who smoke Camels steadily
say: " Camels do not g et your wind." Make Camels your
cigarette! Keep fit. Smoke more-and enjoy smoking more!

